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Request for Proposals to:  Increase Use of Evidenced Based Practices (EBP) to Improve 

Behavioral Health Outcomes for Children and Youth in Florida’s Child Welfare System. 

 

I. OVERVIEW 

This Request for Proposal (RFP) is made by Embrace Families Foundation (“the Foundation”), 

as fiscal agent for the Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan Reinvestment Fund (the 

“Reinvestment Fund”). The Reinvestment Fund is a strategic vehicle for building and improving 

the child welfare system of care in the State of Florida. Contributors to the Reinvestment Fund 

are comprised of the partners managing the Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan, a 

Florida Medicaid Managed Medical Assistance Program designed to provide services to Florida 

Medicaid-eligible children under the age of 21 years who have an open case in the Florida Safe 

Families Network (FSFN) and Florida Medicaid-eligible children who have been adopted 

through the state’s child welfare system and are receiving a state adoption subsidy. These 

contributors specifically include Sunshine Health and Community Based Care Integrated Health 

(CBCIH). In FY2020-21, the priorities of the Reinvestment Fund are to 1) support improvements 

in quality of care and initiatives which support the stability of children placed in natural, 

community based settings, and 2) improve health outcomes for children in Florida’s child 

welfare system. 

 

Updates to the federal Families First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA), which incentivizes 

preventative measures for children who are at-risk of entering foster care, have approved 

prevention programs eligible for Title IV-E reimbursement.   Each of the approved programs, 

which are identified on the Title IV- E Prevention Services Clearinghouse,   must be based on an 

Evidence Based Practice (EBP) deemed promising, supported or well-supported on the 

Clearinghouse. 

 

To aid Florida’s preparation for full implementation of FFPSA, the Reinvestment Fund is 

currently soliciting proposals for projects that advance the EBP titled Brief Strategic Family 

Therapy (BSFT).  The purpose of this investment is to improve behavioral health outcomes for 

children and youth in Florida’s child welfare system.  This EBP is rated “well supported” on the 

Prevention Services Clearinghouse.  A description can be found beginning on page 3.   

 

Projects must: 

 Demonstrate understanding of the requirements necessary to ensure fidelity to an 

evidence based practice model; ability to meet the standards of the practice model; 

and readiness to implement the model. 

 Serve one or more priority populations (more details on page 4). 

 Include a detailed financial sustainability plan beyond this initial investment. 

Specifically, detail your plan to blend and braid funding with intent to embed this 

practice into clinical operations on an ongoing basis.  Note: Eligibility as a Medicaid 

provider within the Sunshine Health Plan network is required. 

 Outline a training sustainability plan beyond the initial training cycle.  Specifically, 

detail your plan to provide a continuous training process designed to embed this 

practice into clinical operations on an ongoing basis.   

https://preventionservices.abtsites.com/
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 Possess scalability, the potential to serve more individuals and/or a larger geographic 

area in Florida over time. 

 Within a 24 month timeframe, commit to providing specific and quantifiable results 

that reflect fidelity to the model and outcomes achieved by individuals within our 

priority populations. 

 Integrate into a clinical service model. 

 Describe plans to advance this project and provide clinical services during the 

COVID-19 pandemic.   

The details of the funds available to be awarded as a result of this RFP process are as follows: 

Award Floor: $50,000 Estimated No. of Awards: 2 to 4 

Award Ceiling: $100,000 Total Funding Available: $200,000 

 

EXPECTATIONS 

It is the expectation of this funder that services shall be delivered in accordance with the tenets of 

the EBP model being funded for implementation.   

Successful applicants must demonstrate understanding of the EBP provider selection process, 

and be selected as a practice site before funding will be provided. 

Successful applicants must demonstrate readiness to implement the model, including experience 

of team members leading the EBP process. 

Successful applicants must adhere to and implement all aspects and requirements of the model, 

maintain model fidelity, and achieve and maintain relevant credentialed status as determined by 

the model developers.   

Results will be evaluated on service delivery to individuals within our priority populations with 

fidelity to the model; and should include a narrative report on outcomes achieved by those 

individuals. 

EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE (EBP) DESCRIPTION  
*Description from Title IV Prevention Service: https://preventionservices.abtsites.com  

Brief Strategic Family Therapy: Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT) uses a structured 

family systems approach to treat families with children or adolescents (6 to 17 years) who 

display or are at risk for developing problem behaviors including substance abuse, conduct 

problems, and delinquency. There are three intervention components. First, counselors establish 

relationships with family members to better understand and ‘join’ the family system. Second, 

counselors observe how family members behave with one another in order to identify 

interactional patterns that are associated with problematic youth behavior. Third, counselors 

work in the present, using reframes, assigning tasks and coaching family members to try new 

ways of relating to one another to promote more effective and adaptive family interactions. 

BSFT is typically delivered in 12 to 16 weekly sessions in community centers, clinics, health 

agencies, or homes. BSFT counselors are required to participate in four phases of training and 

https://preventionservices.abtsites.com/
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are expected to have training and/or experience with basic clinical skills common to many 

behavioral interventions and family systems theory. 

PRIORITY POPULATIONS 
In addition to aligning with the BSFT Evidence Based Practice, applications will only be 

considered if they include a plan to serve one or more of the following priority populations 

within the State of Florida child welfare system, including children in a variety of placements: 

in-home care, out-of-home care, and post-adoption.   

 

 Adoptive children and families 

 Relative/non-relative (kinship) families 

 Biological families with goal of reunification 

 Children ages six to eighteen 

 Children exhibiting maladaptive behaviors stemming from trauma 

 Children with co-occurring behavioral health and physical health needs 

 

FUNDING SUSTAINABILITY 

Any funds awarded through the Reinvestment Fund as a result of this RFP are expected to serve 

as startup resources to assist with initiation, training, coaching and fidelity monitoring. These 

funds are not intended to replace existing resources or act as recurring revenue to specific 

programs. Applicants must include a financial sustainability plan beyond this initial investment; 

including a detailed plan to blend and braid funding with intent to embed this practice into 

clinical operations on an ongoing basis.  Clinical services must be available to Medicaid 

population, specifically children covered by the Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan. 
 

APPLICANT QUALIFICATIONS 

The Reinvestment Fund is committed to supporting and promoting a strong and skilled provider 

network and culture based on evidence based, family-centered and trauma-informed care 

practices to serve children in the child welfare system. Interested service providers must be 

committed to the children, youth, and families being served and be able to strategically integrate 

the EBP outlined above into a clinical service model, for the purpose of improving behavioral 

health outcomes for children and youth in Florida’s child welfare system. Preference may be 

given to applicants with demonstrated experience implementing EBP models with fidelity. Note: 

Eligibility as a Medicaid provider within the Sunshine Health Plan network is required. 
 

Responses to this RFP will be used to determine the best-qualified applicant for these services 

and will be the basis for negotiating a contract(s). Embrace Families Foundation, on behalf of the 

Reinvestment Fund, encourages participation by small businesses and organizations, minority 

firms, women’s business enterprises, and labor surplus area firms certified as such by the State of 

Florida. Anyone is eligible to submit a proposal for contracted services and Embrace Families 

Foundation is committed to an open, competitive and fair procurement process. Embrace 

Families Foundation does not and shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion 

(creed), gender, gender expression, age, national origin (ancestry), disability, marital status, 

sexual orientation, or military status, in any of its activities or operations. 
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II. ABOUT THE CHILD WELFARE SPECIALTY PLAN REINVESTMENT FUND 

 

The Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan Reinvestment Fund (the Reinvestment Fund) 

was created in 2017 by the partners of the Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan, a 

Florida Medicaid Managed Medical Assistance Program designed to provide services to Florida 

Medicaid-eligible children under the age of 21 years who have an open case in the Florida Safe 

Families Network (FSFN) and Florida Medicaid-eligible children who have been adopted 

through the state’s child welfare system and are receiving a state adoption subsidy. The Child 

Welfare Specialty Plan is administered by the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration 

(ACHA) which contracts with Sunshine Health to serve this specialty population. Sunshine 

Health sub-contracts with Community Based Care Integrated Health (CBCIH) to perform critical 

functions of the Child Welfare Specialty Plan. 

 

While tremendous strides have been made in providing comprehensive healthcare coverage to 

youth in foster care under Sunshine Health’s Child Welfare Specialty Plan, gaps in coverage still 

exist. In addition to working alongside colleagues at the Florida Department of Children and 

Families to expand coverage, this partner-funded reinvestment plan is designed to proactively 

address the following priorities: 

 

 Fund programs designed to increase system capacity and to make the provider 

network more robust. 

 Fund programs designed to address gaps in Medicaid coverage for youth in foster 

care. 

 

Plan Partners 

 

Today in Florida, over 42,000 youth in foster care benefit from a comprehensive health program 

through the Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan, which is operated via a strategic 

partnership of the following organizations: 

 

Sunshine State Health Plan, a Subsidiary of Centene Corp. 

 

Sunshine Health offers the only statewide specialty plan for children currently in, or adopted 

from, Florida’s child welfare system. Headquartered in Sunrise, FL, Sunshine Health is among 

the largest healthcare plans in Florida and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Centene Corporation.  

Offering coordinated care and a network of support for its more than one million members, 

Sunshine Health is transforming the health of our communities, one person at a time. 

 

 

Community Based Care Integrated Healthcare (CBC Integrated Health) LLC 

 

CBC Integrated Health is a venture operated in partnership with Juno Capital, Embrace Families, 

Inc. and 15 additional community based care lead agencies in Florida. CBC Integrated Health 

delivers critical coordination between the Florida Medicaid Sunshine Health Child Welfare 
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Specialty Plan, service providers, and the child welfare clients directly served by the lead 

agencies throughout the state of Florida.  

 

III. SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AND DEADLINES 

 

All Times Eastern Standard.  Time and Locations are Subject to Change. 

 

ACTIVITY DATE TIME COMMENT 

RFP posted to website January 15, 2021 3 PM www.cbcih.net/rfp 

Written inquiries due  February 1, 2021 3 PM 
Submissions must be sent to: 

grants@cbcih.com 

Responses to inquiries 

posted to website 
February 15, 2021 3 PM www.cbcih.net/rfp 

Proposals due  March 19, 2021 3 PM 
Submissions must be sent to:: 

grants@cbcih.com 

Proposal selection(s) 

posted to website 
 April 30, 2021 3 PM www.cbcih.net/rfp 

Award period begins July 1, 2021   

Award period ends June 30, 2023   

 

IV. PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. Proposal Components 

 

Include the following information in your organization’s response:  

 

1. Cover Sheet (see Attachment A) 

 

2. Conflict of Interest Form (see Attachment B) 

 

3. Organization/Provider History & Capacity 

 

a. Provide a brief overview of the organization, including mission and goals, and 

capacity to manage grant funding over the award period. Include information on 

existing leadership, reporting, and fiscal management.  

 

b. Describe your organization’s experience, if any, in initiating and implementing 

Evidence Based Practice model(s) in accordance with procedural fidelity.  Include 

information on model(s) implemented and results reported. 

 

c. Describe the services/programs the applying organization currently operates in the 

Child Welfare line of business, including through agreement with governmental 

agencies, community based care lead agencies, and/or other funding sources.  
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d. If the project will include participation of more than one entity, describe the 

current relationships among the partners and how the partnership will be governed 

in relation to the project.  How have the partners collaborated previously, and 

what was the resulting impact? 

 

4. Project Description 

 

a. Describe your team’s experience in implementing an Evidence Based Practice 

(EBP) to fidelity. 

 

b. Provide a short statement demonstrating your understanding of FFPSA and the 

intended impact of Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT) on outcomes required 

by the federal legislation. 

 

c. Provide a general overview of how you will incorporate BSFT into a clinical 

service model. How do you foresee this implementation improving behavioral 

health and placement stability outcomes for children, youth, and/or families in the 

child welfare system? 

 

d. Specify the Priority Population(s) that this proposal will address.  Describe your 

history working with the proposed Priority Population and specific plans to 

include the Priority Population in this project. 

 

e. Include the projected number of children, youth, and/or families to be impacted as 

a result of the project’s implementation in the first 24 months.  What specific 

outcomes will you measure and report? 

 

f. Describe how you plan to grow this program in subsequent years and provide 

your best estimate of how many additional children, youth, and/or families could 

be served. 

 

g. Include the applying organization’s physical address and the primary geographic 

region served for the project. Please describe the need to support this geographic 

area and/or intent to expand beyond this area. Provide any data to support the 

need.  Explain how you could expand geographical reach in subsequent years. 

 

h. Describe a training sustainability plan beyond the initial training cycle.  Will there 

be a plan to “train the trainer” or some other strategy to ensure sustainability of 

this project? 

 

i. Describe your referral and/or contracting plan with the Florida child welfare 

system, specifically your collaboration with the local community based care lead 

agency.  (Written MOU with one or more lead agency(ies) required.) 
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j. Explain the general use of funds, if awarded. What other fund sources have been 

sought and/or secured for this project? 

 

k. Describe specific plans to advance this project and provide clinical services 

during the COVID-19 pandemic.   

 

5. Budget and Budget Narrative 

 

a. Provide a line item budget of the project during the award period. Include planned 

revenue from other sources. All funds should be fully expended by June 30, 2023. 

 

b. Provide an estimated timeline for the project, indicating when and how funds will 

be drawn down.  How does this timeline correspond to timing required under the 

FFPSA Title IV-E funding proposal? 

 

c. Include a detailed budget narrative.  This narrative should specify a financial 

sustainability plan beyond the initial investment (if awarded), including a plan to 

increasingly bill Medicaid for the clinical services utilizing this approach. 

 

d. NOTE: Administrative costs will not be funded at more than 10% of project 

expenditures.  

 

6. Recommendations 

 

a. Include at least three written letters of reference from entities with which you 

have conducted similar business in the last five years. At least one 

recommendation should be from the local community based care lead agency.  

b. Attach a copy of the governing agreement/Memorandum of Understanding with 

your local community based care lead agency(ies). (Will not count toward page 

limit)  

 

B. Format and Submission 

 

1. Responses shall not exceed twenty (20) pages. Responses shall be formatted in 

double-space using an easily readable font (such as 12 point Times New Roman), on 

8.5 x 11 white paper. Pages should be numbered. The Cover Page (Attachment A), 

Conflict of Interest Form(s) (Attachment B), and Letters of Reference/governing 

agreements are excluded from the overall page count. The Budget and Budget 

Narrative are included in the twenty (20) page limit, but may be single-spaced. 

 

2. Applicants shall submit their responses via email in a single PDF File viewable in 

Adobe Acrobat Reader.  
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3. To be considered for evaluation, an applicant’s response must include the content and 

format requirements described herein.  

 

4. Applicants shall submit responses to grants@cbcih.com no later than 3:00 p.m. on 

Friday, March 19, 2021. Responses received after 3:00 p.m. on March 19, 2021 will 

not be considered. 

 

C. Other Information 

 

1. Include any additional information not already requested that you consider essential.  

 

2. Applicants should note the issuance of this RFP does not require Embrace Families 

Foundation, on behalf of the Reinvestment Fund, to enter into an agreement with any 

party. Further, Embrace Families Foundation reserves the right to withdraw or change 

this request for proposals at any time, when doing so is in the best interest of Embrace 

Families Foundation, on behalf of the Reinvestment Fund.  

 

3. Embrace Families Foundation, on behalf of the Reinvestment Fund, reserves the right 

to seek additional or clarifying information from the Applicant which may enable the 

Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan Reinvestment Fund Review Panel to 

make a more informed selection. 

 

4. Point of Contact: The sole point of contact for purposes of this RFP is: 

Maureen Brockman 

Vice President 

Embrace Families Foundation, Inc. 

Email: grants@cbcih.com 

 

5. All inquiries regarding this RFP must be in writing and submitted electronically to 

grants@cbcih.com. Faxes will not be accepted.  Email inquiries must be received by 

the date on the Schedule of Events. Telephone inquiries will not be accepted. 

Responses to questions will be posted at www.cbcih.net/rfp by the date indicated. 

 

6. Information will not be provided by telephone. Any information received through oral 

communication shall not be binding on Embrace Families Foundation or the 

Reinvestment Fund and shall not be relied upon by any respondent. 

 

7. Applicants are prohibited from contacting Embrace Families Foundation staff, 

Sunshine Health Child Welfare Specialty Plan Reinvestment Fund leadership, Board 

members of any of the Plan Partners, or staff of any related organization of the Plan 

Partners regarding this RFP, other than the contact person identified in this section. 

Violation of this may result in the disqualification of the respondent. 

 

8. Embrace Families Foundation, the Reinvestment Fund, and any of its Plan Partners 

are not liable for any costs incurred by a Vendor responding to this RFP.  

file://///cbcfs01/group/Grants/@Current%20Projects-Rebecca/CWSP%20Reinvestment%20Fund/grants@cbcih.com
http://www.cbcih.net/rfp
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ATTACHMENT A 

PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 

 

Applicants:       

 

Street Address:       

 

City:       State:       Zip:       

 

Mailing Address (if different):       

 

City:       State:       Zip:       

 

Telephone:       Fax:       

 

Web Address:       

 

Date Entity/Business Established (Mo/Year)       Federal Tax ID:       

 

Type of Respondent:    
 Private, For-Profit Corporation   
 Private, Non-Profit Corporation   
 Other (specify):        

 

Total Amount of Request:         $        

 

Name/Title of Primary Contact for Proposal:       

 

Telephone:        

 

Email:        

 

Authorization: 
 

Name/Title of Authorized Official:       

 

    

Signature  Date  
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ATTACHMENT B 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST FORM 

 

*If respondent is an entity, each owner and/or officer should complete a separate form. 

 

Name:  

 

 YES NO 

1. Do you, your immediate family, or your business partner have financial or 

other interests in Embrace Families Foundation, Community Based Care 

Integrated Health (CBCIH), Sunshine Health, or the recipient(s) of the 

proposed services? 

  

2. Has there been an offer or exchange of gratuities or anything of monetary 

value between you, your immediate family, or your business partner and any 

employee of Embrace Families Foundation, CBCIH, or Sunshine Health? 

  

3. Within the last 24 months, have you been employed by, or do you plan to 

seek or accept future employment with, Embrace Families Foundation, 

CBCIH, Sunshine Health, or the recipient(s) of the proposed services? 

  

4. Are there any other conditions which may cause a conflict of interest?   

 

If you checked “YES” to any of the above questions, please provide more information in the box 

below. Attach additional sheets as necessary. 

 

 

 

I hereby certify that my answers and any related explanation(s) are true, correct and complete to 

the best of my knowledge. 

 

   

Signature  Date 

   

Title   

   

Organization   

 


